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Peer Assessment Results
Below is a summary of your CMALT assessment:

Contextual Statement

The candidates contextual statement is not assessed
but is a required section Complete Complete

Core area 1: Operational issues

a) An understanding of the constraints and benefits of
different technologies Adequate Strong

b) Technical knowledge and ability in the use of Adequate Adequate



learning technology

c) Supporting the deployment of learning technologies Revisions
Required Adequate

Core area 2: Learning, teaching and assessment

a) An understanding of teaching, learning and/or
assessment processes

Revisions
Required

Revisions
Required

b) An understanding of your target learners Revisions
Required

Revisions
Required

Core area 3: The wider context

Senior CMALT candidates must cover one or more legislative area in section a) and
one or more policy area in section b)

a) Understanding and engaging with legislation Strong Adequate

b) Understanding and engaging with policies and
standards Adequate Adequate

Core area 4: Communication - Working with others

4a: Communication and working with others Strong Strong

Specialist option(s)

Senior CMALT Candidates are required to include two specialist options.

Lens-based media and related software Adequate Strong



Advanced area(s)

Senior Candidates are required to include at least one advanced area.

Future Plans

The candidates future plans are not assessed but is a
required section Complete Complete

Demonstrating the four core principles (applied to the whole portfolio)

A commitment to exploring and understanding the
interplay between technology and learning. Adequate Strong

A commitment to keep up to date with new
technologies. Strong Strong

An empathy with and willingness to learn from
colleagues from different backgrounds and
specialisms.

Adequate Adequate

A commitment to communicate and disseminate
effective practice. Adequate Adequate

Assessment Grading
● Strong: Description, evidence and reflection are notably strong: the section is

well-documented and highly convincing;
● Adequate: Description, evidence and reflection adequately demonstrate

competence: the section is both complete and credible;
● Revisions required: At least one of description, evidence and reflection

either need improvement or are insufficiently covered/absent.
● Incomplete/missing: Section is incomplete or missing required information



Assessment outcome
Referral Minor

Feedback
Assessor 1
A strong portfolio in places, particularly demonstrating some real strengths and in-depth
knowledge and experience of content creation and instructional design. However, some
revisions would be necessary to meet all the core areas and satisfactorily demonstrate all
core values - I feel this could be achieved largely through reworking and expanding on
existing content.

The section that requires the most work is core area 2 - learning, teaching and
assessment, where I feel the discussion of your own learning experiences, while
interesting, does not translate into a detailed discussion of how this has impacted how
you influence learning, teaching or assessment processes.

For example in section 2A I would like to see a discussion and reflection on one of the
following - 'teaching experience, learning design, curriculum development, work-based
assessment, the creation and execution of a programme of training'. One possible
approach would be reflection on instructional design frameworks you use when creating
(and supporting others to create) resources.

In section 2B there is an interesting consideration of the needs of colleagues that are
being supported, and how you adapt your support to meet these needs. I feel that this
could actually strengthen section 1c (supporting the deployment of learning technologies).
However I would like, for 2B, to see what processes you put in place to understand target
learners and resultant reflection and evidence of 'changed practice'. One way to do this
may be to address how the effectiveness of online resources created are evaluated, for
example. Alternatively, the shift to online learning as part of the pandemic (described in
section 1c) could provide the basis for an exploration of student needs - either by
reflecting in more detail on how you identified these needs at the time (and adapted your
practice), or how you identify changing needs with the shift back to more blended forms of
learning (drawing on student survey data, for example).

As mentioned above, core area 1c could be improved by using sections of area 2b, giving
greater detail of your role in 'support' of teachers using the VLE, while deeper reflection on
what you have learned about supporting colleagues and deploying technology would also
be welcome.

Assessor 2
Overall this is a strong portfolio. Noteably so in your specialist area and how you work
with others. It looks from your evidence that you have strong mechanisms in place for
continuous feedback on your work.

Your professional practice in lens based media has leant itself to being able to engage
critically in policy and legislation. This is evidenced in the portfolio itself as it is clearly
presented and you have taken in to consideration areas of accessibility.

You note your weakness in learning, teaching and assessment. I think Core Area 2 needs
to be  developed and further contextualised in educational theory. This will no doubt
come as you gain more experience in your role.



2a) You mention 'chunked' learning as being useful to you and you also have taken this
into your own practice. It would be great to hear more about why is it useful. Why is it
designed that way? Why do you think it is a useful way to design learning for your
learners? You also briefly mention your MOOC work. Why were you keen to consider
engaging with remote students? Is it perhaps to do with drop-off rates, lack of social
engagement or being 'seen' by the tutor.

2b) could do with greater reflection on how your practice has transformed as a result of
the feedback you have received on the (co)creation of resources.

Assessment outcomes explained

Pass with
Distinction

The portfolio provides notably strong evidence of reflective practice,
and of the candidate’s adherence to the CMALT core principles and
values, across each of its sections. The candidate is encouraged to
share their portfolio via the CMALT Portfolio Register.

Pass The portfolio provides convincing evidence of reflective practice, and
of the candidate’s adherence to the CMALT core principles and
values, across each of its sections. The candidate is encouraged to
share their portfolio via the CMALT Portfolio Register.

Referral -
minor
revisions
required

The portfolio provides convincing evidence of reflective practice, and
of the candidate’s adherence to the CMALT core principles and
values, across most of its sections. The assessors have
recommended minor revisions in some sections before the portfolio
is accredited. The candidate should re-submit a revised portfolio for
review, highlighting or summarizing where revisions have been
made.

Referral -
major
revisions
required

Some or all sections of the portfolio require significant revision
before the portfolio can be accredited. The assessors have detailed
where and how the portfolio needs to be revised. The candidate
should re-submit a revised portfolio for re-assessment, highlighting
or summarizing where revisions have been made.

Fail A re-submitted portfolio previously assessed as requiring major
revisions cannot be recommended for accreditation.
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